Let M be a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold and let / be some surface of prescribed mean curvature which is restricted to lie in some set J u S c: M with boundary S of bounded mean curvature . Assuming natural conditions, we prove that the image of/lies completely in J. An immediate consequence of this result is a sufficient condition for the existence of minimal surfaces in a set J c 1R3, the boundary S of which is not b-convex.
Introduction
In this paper we shall derive an inclusion theorem for surfaces / of prescribed 'mean curvature H in a three-dim'ensional Riemannian manifold M. The decisive quantities which are involved in our result are the absolute values of both, the prescribed mean curvature H and the mean curvature of the boundary S of some including set J, the area of the surface f and the distance from the boundary of / to S. To be more, precise, if /: Q -J u S M is some confornially parametrized surface which is of prescribed mean curvature H in the interior J; then there exists some constant c = c(/I, r, x, R) depending only on A = max Hj O , It} the injectivity radius r, an iiper bound for the sectional curvature and the distane R = dist 1 (/(aQ), 8) such that 1( Q), mt J provided the area of / is smaller than c.
Thus tlienrnin emphasis of the theorem, which also distinguishes this result from the -A maximum principle by HrLDEBRANDT [ii] , and GIJLLIVER and SPRIJCK [7] , is the fact that , the inward mean curvature of the boundary S need not be greater than the absolute value of the prescribed mean curvature H. In particular we allow obstacles S the (inward) mean curvature of which is negative. Exterior domains are therefore typical examples which fit.in our framework.
The analytic tool for the proof of our thorern is an estimate by GRUTER [5] , who used a method from geometric measure theory to prove a pulled hack version of the standard monotohicity formula. In view of certain existence-regularity results of H1LDEBRANDT and KAUL 11:31. and H1IDEBRANDT [12] a direct consequence ofthe inclusion theorem is a new existence result for minimal surfaces in 1R 3, which are restricted to lie in J (Proposition 1). Again we are interested in cases where S is not b-convex (i.e. 0 is not satisfied) If Aj-,j is the infimum of area of surfaces spanned by the curve PinJ, then the condition is that IIo < { -1/4R2 + 7v12Ar.j } 1/2 -' 1/2R. Two examples illustrate this result. Another application of Theorem 1 appears in Proposition 2, which sharpens a result of BölrME, HILDEBRANDT and TAUSCH [1: Theorems 12, 13] In the following let M be three-dimensional and : U -. 1R3 denote some chart of an open set U M. Then x stands for the representation of/ corresponding to that chart. Furthermore, with respect to these coordinates, g ik and denote the coefficients of the metric and the Christoffel symbols, respectively.. Put g := det g jk and gik :=r (q)'. Consider now a function aE. C'(M, IR) ancl.itslveLsurface S:= {p-E M: a(p) = c}, for c E IR, as well as its "interior" J,: = {p E M: o(p) < c}. Note that S, isregular, at p, provided grad, a z4= 0. As usual the gradient vector field grad, a for p E M is given by (grad, a, V) = Va for any V E TM. Also the Hessian tensor Hess a, the Hessian bilinear form hess a and the -Lapladian Lap a are defined by
Lap, a = trace (Hess, a).
The mean curvature (p) of S at p with respect to the "interior normal" -grad,, a/ llgrad, all is defined by -
hess, a(grad, a, grad, The following corollaries are simple consequences of the theorem.
Consider a mapping / € H C(Q, M) n H21 (Q, M) and let H = 11(1) be a function of class LDO (Q, IR). Then / is called an H-surface if it satisfies the equation
Duj(U,) = 2H(/(w)) 1(U1) xf( U,)(1)
Corollary 1: Suppose that M is a simply connected, complete and orientableRiemannian manifold of class C3 with non-positive sectional curvature and let / E C°(Q, M) n H 2. 1 (Q, M) n H21 (Q, M) satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) 0/Theorem 1 with H

Then
1)
Here and in the sequel we agree to sum over repeated latin indices i, j, k ... from 1 to 3 and over a, ft from 1 to 2. ( -a)' ± 2 < r2 about the ,-axis and assume F permits (P, J) 0. For r < a < 2r the torus S = J has regions of negative inward mean curvature and thus the -A maximum principle by H1IDEBRANDT [11] and GrJLLIVER and SP/RUCK [6, 7] cannot be applied to solu-'. 
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J is a minimal surface in M provided that; in addition, A(/)
<R2
VxI'
X3 x3 x3 2x3 (2) which turns out to be the system of Euler eqution for the integral E( 
or Ar t < j -j' j - In fact, (3) is obvious on Q -*, while it-is a consequence of the eonformality relations on Q*• We refer to [2, 11] of what was said before, especially relation (6), it is clear , that, in our case, branch points are even "better" points, since v 1 then. This, in turn leads to the estimates of the Lemma, as follows now from a repetition of Griiters argument. Proceeding with the proof of our theorem, we now assume on the contrary to the assertion that there exists some w0 E Q* Since B = dist (I', S) we obtain inf Q d(/(w), 1(wo)) R . Putting r :=o and v = 0 in the previous lemma one immeditely derives the desired contradiction. We have thus proved that 1(Q) The remaining assertions will follow from potential theory I
